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Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Responsibility that
govern the operation of God's Laws, gives examples of the way
these principles are built into God's Laws, and answers
audience questions about the principles

Responsibility Principles
Terms

Responsibility principles are will-based, and will be discussed in relation to
self-aware beings with free will.
The human soul (not the body or spirit body) is a self-aware being with the
ability to express free will depending on development and as such is the
highest creation.
Energy includes information, energy, emotion, thought, communication,
relationship or interplay within or between creation
Development increases in quality and capacity as the human soul lives in
more harmony with God's Principles, and decreases as the human soul lives in
less harmony with God's Principles
Power of governance is the energy able to be expressed by the human soul
which varies in quality and capacity in direct relationship to development
Nature is each individual human soul's God given personality, attributes,
characteristics, qualities, individuality, and primary fields of interest.
Self-Responsibility is the law based requirement of self-awareness, to seek
truth, love and understanding of all principles of Love and law, and the loving
ownership and expression of ones will, desire, passion, emotion, attitudes,
intentions, thoughts and actions in harmony with God's Principles and laws.
Role-Responsibility is the assignment of specific roles of governance in
God's Universe dependent upon development, self-responsibility, and
according to one's nature.

Summary

Responsibility principles:
Force the human to be self-responsible
Encourage the human to desire self-responsibility
Allow God to reward true self-responsibility with role-responsibility (i.e.
role-responsibility is a compensatory gift given to those with selfresponsibility)

Definition

(What the
principles are)

The highest creation shall be a self-responsible being
The law shall enforce self-responsibility
The law shall reward self-responsibility with role-responsibility (i.e. roleresponsibility is a compensatory gift given to those with self-responsibility)
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Responsibility Principles
Responsibility Principles (cont'd)
Objectives

The highest creation must be made responsible for the ownership and
expression of its will, desire, passion, emotion, thoughts and actions
To ensure highest creation is accountable
To ensure anarchy is not possible for any creation
To restrict the highest creation from irreversibly harming any creation
To educate the highest creation that love is responsible and accountable
To determine individuals who qualify for role-responsibility
To reward self-responsible individuals with role-responsibility
To ensure that an individual's nature is fully satisfied and experienced
To form a foundation for God's highest principles that apply to the human soul
such as Will, Desire, Compensation, Redemption and Transformation.

Application

All laws governing the human soul
All laws governing the creations of the human soul
A secondary affect on all laws and all creation

Reveals

God
God
God
God
God
God
God
God

Examples

Gravity & aerodynamics
Soul responsibility is enforced upon any person who wilfully attempts to
break the Law of gravity or aerodynamics by using the law to desire to, or
actually, harm themselves or others through negligence or direct action.

(Why the principles
are applied to law)

(The creation and
laws affected)
(What the principles
reveal about God)

(The principles'
applications in law)

feels Love always takes responsibility for creation
feels Love is always directly accountable for creation
is not reckless in creating the highest creation
has taken responsibility for His creation of the highest creation
wants the highest creation to enjoy its own nature
loves all creation enough to restrict the highest creation
loves rewarding those who act lovingly
feels joy comes from self-care

Law of Cause & Effect
Ensures individuals discover the relationship between what has happened
(the effect) and what has caused the effect (the cause) so that individuals
take full responsibility for their will, desire, passion, emotion, thoughts and
actions.
Law of Compensation
Ensures individuals discover and receive the rewards for their own
individual and collective responsible choices, and discover and receive the
penalties for individual and collective irresponsible choices.
Law of Repentance
Ensures individuals become emotionally aware and emotionally repentant
for each unloving choice and decision and become emotionally aware of his
or her powerlessness to undo everything that has resulted from his or her
unloving behaviour.

Conclusion

Responsibility principles:
Responsibility principles ensure that God's highest creation is selfresponsible, and is given role responsibilities in line with individuality and
development.
Scope, hierarchy, governance, responsibility and compensation form a
foundation for principles that apply to the potentials of the human soul such
as will, desire, redemption and transformation.
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Responsibility Principles
Responsibility Principles (cont'd)
Conclusion

Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions,
thoughts and actions that oppose responsibility principles including:
Wanting to be saved (by God, Jesus, parents, friends, partners, others)
from the results of my creations
Not taking responsibility for my emotions, desires, words or actions
Wanting power without responsibility or development
Wanting role-responsibility without self-responsibility
Placing people in positions of societal power (role responsibility) when they
are not self responsible
Looking up to and seeking guidance, 'truth' and 'love' from people who are
not self responsible (e.g. family, gurus, teachers, counsellors, etc)

Responsibility Principles Q&A
Use the morning as an opportunity to formulate my questions
Examine the "Responsibility Principles" outline
Think & feel about what I would like to ask
I want my questions to be to the point, succinct and direct
Stop telling stories, raise the issues directly
Stop parroting what I think, rather than asking Jesus what I want to know
Use the microphone properly

Questions About
Responsibility Principles
What the principles are
Why the principles are applied to law
The creation and laws affected by the principles
What the principles reveal about God
Examples of the principles' applications in law

Questions Answered
00:17:34 Sandra Tuszynska
Are the Responsibility Principles all about faith?
00:20:52 Elvira Gregorich
Is it possible to reject compensatory rewards?
00:22:44 Barbara McNair
Are people on earth allocated role responsibility automatically just like people in the
spirit world are?
00:26:56 Barbara McNair
Do you feel God assigns role responsibility to people on earth in an obvious manner?
00:32:54 Karen Pronk
If I want to follow my desire which takes me to a role am I not assuming a role?
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00:37:47 Karen Pronk
For role responsibility to happen must desire be engaged with humility?
00:38:40 Karen Pronk
If a person becomes a parent without consciously intending to, is God rewarding self
responsibility with role responsibility?
00:45:32 Jesus
What If I am not ready to educate the child I have given birth to what can I do?
00:49:16 Joyce Thompson
Do we give role responsibility to each other and ourselves and/or is this a gift from
God?
00:56:46 Jesus
When people ask Jesus about what their passions are how does he respond?
00:58:27 Courtney Pool
How can we develop more desire for more self responsibility?
01:02:14 Courtney Pool
Why do humans often not find joy in self-care?
01:04:24 Courtney Pool
Why do humans often give societal power and authority to people who are not self
responsible or developed in love?
01:07:30 Courtney Pool
Why do we not want others to treat us like we're worth more?

End Of Day
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